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Welcome to the public open evenings at the Institute of Astronomy (note that I’ve long since given up 
calling them ‘public observing’ evenings...). Tonight’s talk starts promptly at 7.15pm, and would be 
followed by an opportunity to observe with both modern and historical telescopes if the weather was 
clear. As that doesn’t look very likely with the current version of the forecast, members of the 
CAMBRIDGE ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION will try to find something else to entertain you with in the 
lecture theatre after the tea break, for those who are interested. We are open on Wednesday evenings 
now until the end of March. The talk schedule for the coming term can be found at : 
http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/public_observing/0910/timetable.html 
And you never know, one day we might all get to do some observing... 

 

If you have any questions, suggestions or comments about the IoA Open Evenings  
please get in touch with CAROLIN CRAWFORD csc@ast.cam.ac.uk 

 
 

TONIGHT’S TALK  :  John Richer will explaining about Flipping, tumbling, vibrating and jumping: how 
hydrogen illuminates the Universe 
NEXT WEEK’S TALK :  Anjali Tripathi will be talking about Robotic exploration of the planets 

 
IS THE SUN GETTING BACK TO NORMAL? 

You may (or may not) be aware that the Sun has been experiencing an 
unexpected dearth of sunspot activity. Sunspots are cool dark regions 
on the Sun’s surface (but never try and look for them yourself; 
specialised equipment is needed or you can severely damage your eye), 
and their number and distribution usually follow a 22-year pattern of 
periodic variation. This is driven by the magnetic activity deep within 
the core of the Sun, which acts as an energy source. This activity also 
affects the structure of the Sun’s atmosphere at all levels, and can 
generate flares of highly charged particles that sometimes erupt from 
its surface and stream out into interplanetary space to form ‘space 

weather’. For the last couple of years, the Sun has been undergoing the longest and deepest period of 
calm for more than a century. However, during the last week, astronomers have observed both a new, 
large sunspot on the surface (shown in the picture), as well as the strongest solar flare in two years. 
Perhaps, at last, the Sun is beginning to wake up from its long nap?  
BUY YOUR VERY OWN SPACE SHUTTLE! 
NASA’s suite of Space Shuttles is due to be retired later this year – 
there are only a handful more flights scheduled before September. 
But what’s going to happen to the (slightly second-hand...) 
Endeavour, Atlantis and Discovery orbiters once they’re redundant? 
Well, they’re for sale; obviously this sale is aimed at making them 
available for public display in an educational institution or science 
museum. But if you’re feeling rich, now’s your chance to put in your 
bid. How rich do you have to be – well they’re ‘only’ about $29 
million dollars (and delivery is extra)! Oh, and you have to be a US 
institution or citizen, which of course is the only reason I’m not 
bidding for one to put in the grounds of the IoA here... In practice, 
only two are expected to be sold, with the third donated for display 
somewhere national such as the Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC.  
 



WHAT SHAPE IS OUR MILKY WAY?  
We all think we know the answer to that! It’s a beautiful spiral galaxy, 
as traced out by all the stars, gas and dust in the disc – indeed, the 
shape rather closely resembles two fried eggs stuck back-to-back. 
However, that’s only the matter in the galaxy that is giving off light. 
There’s about 70% of our Galaxy’s mass which is invisible, and is known 
as ‘dark matter’ – stuff which has mass, but does not radiate light (in 
any waveband).  The only way we know it’s there is because it has 
gravity, which affects how observable objects like stars and gas move. 
The dark matter has long been known to be in the form of a large halo 
surrounding the disc of our Galaxy, but only recently has the shape 
been refined further.  Astronomers have traced the orbits of one of the 
dwarf galaxies that orbit our much larger Milky Way, mapping out its path by the trail of debris it leaves 
in its wake. The shape of this orbit tells us how the smaller galaxy is moving in response to the gravity 
of our own Galaxy – and thus how and where the bulk of the mass is distributed. New work suggests the 
dark matter halo is not spherical, but in the weird shape of a slightly squashed beachball – that is, a ball 
with a different length in all three directions. This is not entirely as expected, and may provide 
important clues to questions about how such a halo influenced, or came about during, the formation of 
our Galaxy.  
PROBING THE ATMOSPHERE OF AN EXOPLANET 

Astronomers have analysed the light emitted by a planet orbiting a distant, 
Sun-like star for the first time. This is no mean feat – the light from the host 
star is several thousand times brighter than that from the planet, and the two 
are very close; thus to isolate the light from the planet is itself a major 
achievement (and the picture to the right is obviously an artist’s impression, 
not a real photo!). HR8799 is a young star about 1.5 times the mass of our Sun, 
130 light-years away from Earth, with 3 giant planets (that we know of...) in 
orbit around it. The scientists recorded a spectrum of  the middle planet of the 
3, which is about 10 times the mass of Jupiter. The light from the planet is not 
just reflected light from the star, but it will have features which are due to 
absorption by molecules in its atmosphere. Thus it’s an important step in the 

effort to characterise exoplanets and their atmosphere – both to find out what they’re made of, and 
maybe one day to see if they could be a possible host for life. But in the natural way of things, the 
features observed in the spectrum of this exoplanet’s atmosphere are very different from predictions of 
current theoretical models. It’s clear that the light is being affected by lots of molecules – such as 
methane and carbon monoxide – but either there are dust clouds within the atmosphere, or a different 
temperature profile or chemical composition than has been assumed in the modelling. Still, it’s nice to 
have actual results to work with and compare the theoretical models to – and the next step is to return 
to the same system and try and repeat the observations for the other two exoplanets in the same 
system. Researchers are excited at the possibility of characterising the atmospheres of a range of planets 
within in the same system for the first time.  
 
WHAT’S IN THE SKY THIS WEEK?  
o The MOON is currently a young crescent low down in the Western sky in the early evening. It will 

slowly wax to a half-moon and begin to dominate the night skies over the next week.   
o JUPITER is now rapidly swamped in the evening twilight, observable both bright and low to the 

South-West only before about 5.30pm.  
o MARS is now visible in the Eastern Sky after about 7.30pm (although not very easily from the 

Observatory lawns, as there are a few trees in the way!).  It can be seen about due West in the early 
morning, a clearly red-orange coloured object, making a nice comparison to 

o SATURN, which is currently best viewed in the early morning before twilight 
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